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I just don't know what's going onOr why it has to beBut every day it's something worseWhat's

happening to me?So begins this uproarious new story from the best-selling creator of No Jumping

on the Bed!,Green Wilma, and other popular books. The young narrator has discovered a disturbing

trend: There's fuzz in his belly button his toes are peeling and something just fell out of his nose.

The last straw is a loose tooth, which convinces him of the awful truth his parts are coming

unglued!Parts deals with a subject of deepest interest to every young child: the stuff our bodies

shed. Parents will appreciate the reassuring message that it's all quite normal, while Tedd Arnold's

comical illustrations and rhyming text are guaranteed to make young readers laugh their heads off.
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This offbeat book has become a great favorite. We routinely pack it on vacations because it's

lightweight and because we can read it several times in succession without boring anyone. It's also

a good bedtime book when you need something short. Jokes in the illustrations make them worth

looking at more than once, as well. And despite the premise--that the boy is coming to bits--even

our nightmare-prone younger child has never been adversely affected.

I'm not sure who enjoys this book more - me or my son. The story of the little kid who thinks he's



falling apart had be laughing like a fool when I first read this in the library of the school I was working

in at the time.We've become fans of Tedd Arnold since buying this book. Parts, as well as any of the

Huggly books or Arnold's Green Wilma, are sure to please your little readers!

I have a read a few other books from this author, and I loved them when I was younger, so I knew I

had to get some for my own children.My kids and I absolutely LOVE this book! Ted Arnold's

illustrations are both entertaining and fantastic. I love the little squiggles and the puns he adds to the

book. The story is also great for helping explain rhyming to my children. They find it hilarious, and

we have already read it many times since owning it. I know it is one we will keep coming back to. I

definitely think that this book is the best out of the trio, but the second is pretty cute as well. I did end

up returning the third as it did not really follow the same pattern as the first two and used words like

'stupid' that we do not use in out house.Overall, It is a cute explanation to the questions kids may

have about themselves as they are growing that you don't often think to explain, and the drawings

just add even more to the humor. I would definitely recommend this book to others, you will not be

disappointed.

My son really likes the Fly Guy series by Tedd Arnold. The reading level on this one is a bit more

advanced, but good for young readers to push themselves to advance their skills. The goofy, slightly

gross nature of this book appealed to my son quite a bit.

I read this book to children ranging in age from 4years-6th grade for a summer reading program at

our library and it was loved by all. It was chosen as the favorite book of the program!

This is yet another amazing book by Tedd Arnold, author of "Green Wilma" as well as this fantastic

story. This book is also a rhyming tale, about a boy who suspects he may be losing parts. . . and will

eventually fly apart at the seams!My third grade students love this story! Definitely a keeper!

Hilarious book. Truly a classic. All three of our kids have loved it. We recently bought a second copy

for my little one's kindergarten classroom and the teacher was thrilled to add it to their library b/c

she loves this story too.

I put it on my son's bed and when he saw it he just picked it up and started reading. He brought it to

me in the kitchen to share some funny parts. We read it before bed that night and I ordered the 2



that came after this! My boys (ages 3 and 5) thought it was great!
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